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DNA Services and Prices
Workshops (one to one)
Beginner’s guide to DNA and genealogy
Develop a specific DNA testing plan
Interpret your DNA test results

$200
$200
$200

TimeTrackers
tracing your past

About TimeTrackers
TimeTrackers exists to help people like you trace your
family history and tell your story.

Talks and presentations for groups
(approx 1 hr)
Introduction to DNA and Genealogy
DNA testing - which one is best for you?
Hidden Secrets - a DNA mystery story

T

TimeTrackers
tracing your past

DNA
advice and
consulting

$250
$250
$250

Extended lectures and courses
DNA, genealogy and tests (2 hours)
Tools for interpreting DNA results (2 hours)
DNA, genealogy, tests and tools (3 hours)
Brick Wall Busting – combining genealogy
with DNA to trace your past (6 hours across
3 sessions)

$500
$500
$750
$1500

DNA Consulting
Our fees are $100 per hour (minimum of 5 hours)
plus out-of-pocket expenses at cost
Services offered:
• download raw data (from Ancestry and others)
• upload to other sites (My Heritage, FamilyTree
DNA, Gedmatch and others)
• manage your test kit
• interpret results
• analyse matches
• manage contacts
• conduct DNA-linked genealogical research

We’re a family business based near Fremantle and we’ve
helped thousands of people throughout Western Australia.
We also help clients from all over Australia, the UK, USA
and Canada.
Because DNA testing has now become a mainstream tool to
help family history research, we also offer DNA advice and
consulting. Give us a call or check our web-site if you’d like
more information.

How to contact us

Contact Lesley or Mike at TimeTrackers in
Palmyra to arrange an obligation-free discussion
about your needs.
Phone		
Mobile		
Email		
Website		

(08) 9339 8078
0407 669 376
mike@timetrackers.com.au
www.timetrackers.com.au

© TimeTrackers, Palmyra, WA

Confused about
genetic genealogy?
TimeTrackers can help...

TimeTrackers
Dr Lesley Silvester and Mike Murray
Residence: 2/27 Justinian Street
Palmyra WA 6157

Postal address: PO Box 197
Melville WA 6956
Tel (08) 9339 8078 Mob 0407 669 376
Email: mike@timetrackers.com.au
Website: www.timetrackers.com.au

Starting your DNA journey?

DNA Consulting...what can TimeTrackers offer for $100 an hour?

These two-hour Workshops might help you:

We can guide you through the early confusion

Beginners guide to DNA and genealogy ($200)

DNA test results can be confusing, with different tests being
offered by the major testing companies. A number of helpful sites have sprung up, such as Gedmatch, DNA Painter
and others. The specific language of the DNA world can
overwhelm with terms such as centiMorgans, ‘snips’ (SNPs),
haplogroups, autosomal, etc.

•

Genealogy basics, DNA basics, inheritance, DNA
tests: who to test, which tests to use, costs, what the
tests reveal. (Note: this is a generic education session.)

Develop a specific DNA testing plan ($200)

•

Your goals and objectives, your family tree, your
budget, suitable tests and costs, who to test, action
planning.

Interpret your DNA test results ($200)

•

Review your results, including matches, closeness of
relationships, check against your family tree, recommend next steps. (Note: we will require access to your
testing company results for this session.)
Workshops are normally held at our home in Palmyra,
timed to suit you, and are usually one-to-one tuition.
We can also visit your home to run a workshop, for an
additional fee. Please call Mike for details.
Talks and courses
• We also give general talks and presentations on a
variety of family history subjects, as well as DNA
basics and DNA testing, at FHWA, libraries and other
venues, including outside the Metropolitan area.
•

We run courses and workshops for both beginners
and more experienced practitioners through UWA,
local councils and other venues. Check with us to
see what’s coming up, or if you’d like an organisation
to book us.

Select appropriate sites and upload your data

Sites such as Gedmatch, DNA Painter and others
have very specific requirements for uploading data
from the various testing companies. Because we use
all the major sites we can open accounts for you and
manage this issue.
Select analytical tools and run reports

We offer these specific services:

More and more people are sharing their results in
these sites, and a growing number of tools and reports have become available for analysing your data.
This increases the chance of getting good matches
and also extends the possibility of working out just
where your ancestral DNA came from.

Specific in-depth education using your results

Interpret results of analytical reports

We can be your guide through the initial learning phase, or
we can take over the burden for you, with services ranging
from basic advice through to totally managing your test
regime.

While we offer a standard one-off workshop to interpret
client test results, you may want more in-depth professional
advice about the results, whether they support a hypothesis
or not. And often there is much more that can be learned
over time by looking closely at shared matches, chromosome
browsers, one-to-one matches, gedcom trees and the various
tools available on each site.
Download your raw data

This task, although quite simple, can confuse novices and
take longer than expected. We have accounts (and experience)
with the major testing companies and understand their vagaries. And we can upload your data to other testing companies
to broaden your exposure to other groups of matches (not
to ancestry.com at this stage)
Below:Gene map Chromosome 2

The various reports and graphical outputs available
from sites such as Gedmatch are extremely helpful,
but require some learning to get the most from them.
Advise on who to contact and what to say

With potentially thousands of ‘matches’ the work
begins – who is worth contacting and why? We can
analyse your matches and help you decide.
Manage your kit

You might decide that you can’t be bothered responding to contacts, checking new matches, etc.
We can act as managers of your account with the
testing company or with the other analytical sites,
and contact you when something of interest turns up.
Research to extend your tree

Based on the information you get from your DNA
results, we can carry out conventional genealogical
research to extend your tree, guided by the results
of your tests.
Who knows what brick walls will tumble?
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